
 

Wholesale Seedling Nursery Trays

The nursery trays and seedling is a new type of rapid seedling raising technology that regulates the growth of the root system,
and has a unique effect on preventing root rot and taproot coiling.The nursery trays and seedling can make the lateral root
shape thick and short. Will not form entangled packing. Whether it is flowers or vegetables,nursery trays and seedling is a
fundamental change in modern horticulture, which provides a guarantee for fast and mass production. The nursery trays and
seedling has become an important accessory in the factory seedling production process.

Seedling nursery trays, also known as seed trays or propagation trays, are containers specifically designed for starting and
growing seedlings. These trays provide an ideal environment for germinating seeds and nurturing young plants until they are
ready to be transplanted into larger pots or directly into the ground.

Height: 45mm 50mm 60mm 65mm 75mm

Weight: 65g 80g 95g 110g 125g 140g 155g
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Material: PS&PP

Holes Count: 15 21 32 50 72 98 105 128 200

Thickness: 0.4-1.0mm

Packing: Carton
Sample: Available

Item Thickness(mm
)

Weight(±5g) Quantity（PC
S/CTN)

G.W/CTN(KGS) Packing
size(KGS/CTN)

Material

XQ series
seedling tray

0.4 65±3 250 15.5 38×28.5×55

PS

0.5 80±3 200 16.0 38×28.5×55

0.6 95 180 17.1 36×28.5×55

0.7 110 150 16.5 36×28.5×55

0.8 125 125 15.6 36×28.5×55

0.9 140 120 16.8 38×28.5×55

1.0 155 100 15.5 36×28.5×55

Advantages

1.Various series: XQ series, XS series, XT series, XD series, flower pot tray series, plastic flat plate series, combination

cultivation series for different plants.

2.Custom available: Users can customize the appropriate hole tray according to the seedling bed and using method.
3.Usage scenarios: You can cultivate flowers, trees, vegetables and other plants in flower beds, greenhouses and other

places.
4.Good drainage: The drainage holes at the bottom can effectively prevent the roots from drowning. 
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Product link：https://www.naturehydro.com/nursery-trays-and-seedling.html
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